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“This fine comparative ethnography serves both as a close empirical description of what is
happening ‘on the ground’ in Trinidad and Tobago and as a productive analytical exercise on
contrasting politicizations of religions in relation to political campaigns, law, and institution
building.”—New West Indian Guide“A profound psychological analysis of trance as well as a
sociological analysis of the nature of these so-called trance religions in Trinidad and Tobago.”—
Nova Religio: The Journal of Alternative and Emergent Religions “Drawing on a range of
research from many disciplines, McNeal offers a rich library resource and must read for scholars
studying Caribbean religions.”—Choice“McNeal’s richly detailed and always sympathetic study
should help us to see how complex and fascinating our cultural and religious scene really is.”—
Trinidad Express Newspaper“[McNeal’s] field work and findings are crucial to understanding
how the marginalised and the working-class in this country seek solace and relief in the divine,
and should be studied closely by local scholars and politicians alike.”—The Trinidadian
Guardian About the AuthorKeith E. McNeal is associate professor of anthropology in the
department of comparative cultural studies at the University of Houston.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent Format and bonus material. Who can use this review? A
student reading it does not choose his casebook! This has been the best packaged book I've
had as a 1L. Integrates to online material, ecopy free, and well balanced between cases, notes,
and amplifying call out boxes.”

Lu, “Used book. But good value. Good value. The book is significantly used. Many marks.”

KRISTINA B, “Amazing condition.. In amazing condition. Better than expected! Highly
recommend this seller.”

SARDOG52, “Excellent. This is the best law text book I have read. For the most part, the cases
are easy to read and engaging, unlike so many other law text books.”

Veronica L., “Five Stars. I like this book. This is the book all property law classes should use. very
easy to read.”

The book by Keith E. McNeal has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 40 people have provided feedback.
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